CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion
It is important to know metaphor that contain in the poetry lyrics. The researcher has
done research about types of metaphor on Dylan Thomas’ poetry lyrics.The researcher only
focuses to identify types of metaphoron Dylan Thomas poetry lyrics.The result of this research
will be expected to give contributions for the researcher, reader, and the other people who need
the information on this thesis.

One of types figurative language in this research is metaphor. The writer used metaphor
to compare something by using the other words for appealing or similarity without using
comparison word. There are five types of metaphor that is used. There are dead metaphor, cliche
metaphor, stock metaphor, recent metaphor, original metaphor.

The researcher aims to identify the types on Dylan Thomas’ poetry lyrics. In this
research, the researcher means to explore types of metaphor based on the expert. The researcher
is using content analysis as the design of this research. The sources of the data are two poetry
from on Dylan Thomas’ poetry lyrics ,they And Death Shall Have No Dominion and In The
Beginning. Beside, the researcher is helped by the poetry lyrics to look the types of metaphor on
Dylan Thomas. The technique of collecting data is content analysis. In analyzing the data, the
researcher uses analyze the qualitative data are data display, and conclusion drawing/
verification.
Eventually, the researcher analyzes each from based on the context. In conclusion, the
researcher finds several types of figurative language that used in Dylan Thomas poetry. These

types are dead metaphor, cliche metaphor, stock metaphor, recent metaphor, original
metaphor.The reseacher found the types of metaphor. And Death Shall Have No Dominion poet
consist of three dead metaphor,two cliche, one stock metaphor, and two original metaphor.In
The Beginning poet consists of four original metaphors.
From the data it can be seen that the dominant types f figurative language is original
metahpor , then following by dead metaphor, cliche metaphor, stock metaphor and the last no
datum for recent metaphor.
B. Suggestion
Being interested in analyzing types of metaphor on Dylan Thomas poetry lyrics. The
researcher tries to give some suggestions as follow 1) The analysis of this graduating paper is
limited. Therefore, the researcher suggests the students of English Department Who are
interested in this field to do futher research, particulary about types of metaphor. 2) The
researcher hopes this graduating paper could be a references for Other Researcher want to do
further research in the other poetry lyrics of metaphor contained.3) Researcher expectation for
reader, it will help them to understand the sentence that countain metaphor. 4) The last, the
researcher fully realizes that this graduating paper is still far for being perfect; therefore any
constructive critism will be highly appreciated.

